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On 27 January 2017, President Donald J. Trump signed a national security presidential memorandum which said, “The Secretary shall initiate a new Nuclear Posture Review (NPR) to ensure that the United States nuclear deterrent is modern, robust, flexible, resilient, ready, and appropriately tailored to deter 21st century threats and reassure our allies.”¹ President Trump’s timing could not be more prescient for such a review. In the almost eight years since the last NPR, the threats facing the United States have changed for the worse, with the US's nuclear-armed competitors (Russia, China, and North Korea) aggressively pursuing
developments in their weapons programs that adversely affect the credibility of American deterrence.

As the Trump administration develops the next NPR during the second half of 2017, it will be important for its authors to have a firm grasp of the technological developments of the US’s nuclear competitors. Not only are they well ahead of the United States in their own modernization programs, but should Congress waiver in its commitment to replacing aging weapons systems, the United States could see itself fall behind a peer competitor like Russia. If the following analysis is correct, then simply fielding new delivery vehicles with the same warheads may be insufficient to effectively deter competitors who are actively fielding systems that are designed to outmatch those of the United States.

Understanding the modernization programs of competitors, the limitations of existing American systems, and how these variables impact the stability of deterrence is important as the United States considers its nuclear posture and the direction it will take for the remainder of the Trump administration. A brief description of the modernization efforts of North Korea, Russia, and China is an instructive place to begin.

**North Korea**

As recent events demonstrate, North Korea and its unpredictable leader, Kim Jong-un, pose the greatest concern to the United States as the regime focuses its effort on its ballistic missile and nuclear weapons program. Designed to provide the regime a capability that will deter what it sees as the real possibility of an invasion by the United States and South Korea, nuclear weapons are seen by Kim Jong-un as an equalizing force that effectively counters American and South Korean conventional superiority. Kim Jong-un sees nuclear weapons as fundamental to his regime’s survival, potentially lowering the threshold of their use in the case of a perceived threat.

North Korea has demonstrated the ability to produce a spherical-lensed implosion device (based on the design that can be traced back to the Pakistani scientist A. Q. Khan)—that is believed to be in the 5–10 kiloton yield range. Pyongyang has an active ballistic missile program, although its long-range missiles are likely not capable of delivering a nuclear payload just yet. Currently, there is no open source evidence to suggest that North Korea has mated a nuclear warhead with any of its ballistic missiles. The North Korean medium-range ballistic missile, Nodong-1, is based off of a Pakistani Ghauri missile that can carry nuclear payloads. North Korea periodically conducts underground nuclear tests and reportedly cooperates with Iran. North Korean scientists and engineers are likely overcoming any existing challenges to mating their nuclear warheads with their ballistic missiles in the near future.

The complete lack of transparency within the North Korean nuclear program makes it both difficult to offer much detail on delivery systems and warheads and makes the program particularly threatening despite North Korea’s stated “no-first-use” policy. From what little we know of its nuclear doctrine, North Korea has claimed a no-first-use policy, as well as threatened a nuclear preemptive strike, which offers analysts little in the way of understanding North Korean red lines or predicting its
action. While Kim Jong-un is proving difficult to understand and predict, his support for a nuclear and ballistic missile program has been strong and continuous.

**Russia**

While less of a direct threat to the United States than North Korea, Russia is undoubtedly the single greatest strategic threat to American sovereignty. Contrary to the United States, Russia spent much of the past decade actively working to improve its tactical and strategic nuclear capabilities. At a minimum, it is accurate to say that Russia has the most diverse and formidable nuclear arsenal of any nuclear weapon state. In addition to a strategic triad of long-range bombers, which are less capable aircraft than those of the United States, Russia is armed with new nuclear cruise missiles, submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBM), and silo, road-mobile, and rail-mobile intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs). It possesses a formidable “tactical” nuclear arsenal—estimated to be at least 2,000 weapons—that would make a North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)–Russia conflict particularly dangerous and unpredictable.

Russia is also conventionally superior to NATO on its borders. It should come as no surprise that NATO, which fields approximately 200 B61 nuclear gravity bombs, is at a distinct disadvantage, should Russia seek to engage the alliance in a limited war over the Baltics or Poland with the explicit aim of breaking up the alliance. With a stated policy that includes “escalate to deescalate,” Russia has clearly indicated that it intends to change the direction of a conventional conflict, if it appears to be losing, by using tactical nuclear weapons. The diversity of its tactical nuclear weapon arsenal creates gaps on the US ladder of escalation, potentially making the calculus to attack NATO more appealing in Russian president Vladimir Putin's mind.

According to publicly released statements, President Putin and his military leadership believe that recent upgrades to Russia’s operationally deployed strategic nuclear forces are sufficient to deter the United States from defending NATO in a limited conflict. Because the Russian tactical nuclear arsenal is greatly superior to that of NATO in both size and delivery options, it is not unreasonable to believe that President Putin believes he has the strategic advantage and can compel the United States to negotiate from a position of weakness in the event of a conflict. Some of Russia's modernization efforts are worth noting, particularly in the context of the US inability to come up with a flexible and timely nuclear weapons modernization plan.

The Strategic Rocket Forces, which operates Russia's ballistic missile force, is fielding a number of new ICBMs as it seeks to replace Cold War-era weapons. Russia is replacing its remaining SS-18 and SS-19 (model 3) ICBMs, which are equivalent to the US's Minuteman III ICBMs, with SS-27 Topol-M and SS-29 Yars-M ICBMs—designed in the 1990s and 2000s. The latter can carry multiple reentry vehicles (RVs). These ICBMs are silo-based and road- or rail-mobile. Locating and targeting mobile ICBMs is particularly difficult.

By 2020, the Russians are expected to field the RS-28 Sarmat, which is referred to as the “country killer” because it can hold 15 thermonuclear RVs. It is also reported to be equipped with advanced defensive countermeasures (decoys) designed to defeat bal-
listic missile defenses. Such a weapon would prove a distinct advantage in a potential standoff between the United States and Russia and is considered highly destabilizing. Russia is also fielding a new and far more advanced class of ballistic missile submarines to replace its fleet of six Delfin-class (Delta IV) submarines, which were launched between 1984 and 1992. The Borei-class ballistic missile submarine—the quietest submarine Russia has ever produced—can carry up to 16 of the new SS-NX-30 Bulava SLBMs. These weapons are both more accurate and deadly than the submarines and SLBMs fielded a decade ago. With the first Borei-class submarine entering service in 2009, this latest class of submarines—with eight expected to be commissioned by 2020—significantly improves the effectiveness of Russia's sea-based leg of the triad. In comparison, the US strategic submarines that entered into force in the 1990s time frame are scheduled to remain operational until 2042.

The bomber leg of the Russian triad is also receiving significant attention. Its fleet of Tu-95 Bear-H and Tu-160 Blackjack bombers are believed to be receiving new radar and other upgrades while Russia designs and fields a new stealth bomber. The Russians are also fielding a new nuclear air-launched cruise missile. First entering service in 2014, the Kh-102 can be launched by both of Russia's bombers while in Russian airspace and reach the continental United States. Because of the altitude at which they fly and the size of their radar cross-section, the United States may not know these weapons have entered American airspace. The Russians have been aggressively intruding into NATO's airspace in an apparent effort to intimidate US allies and test the alliance's air defenses.

Russia is also believed to be making significant advances in the design of its nuclear warheads, reportedly working on the fourth generation of weapon warheads and nuclear warheads with new weapon effects. Russia is growing increasingly concerned that the United States can disable or destroy incoming warheads with defensive countermeasures like ballistic missile defenses. A desire to ensure warheads detonate on target, and at the desired yield, has been a focus of Russian designers in recent years. While open source information is limited, Russia seems to be making advances in these areas. These technical developments must be considered in the context of President Putin's behavior. Russia has acted aggressively against neighboring countries but also increased the role and salience of nuclear weapons in its national security—the opposite of what the Obama administration did. Russia also is in violation of a whole host of its international obligations, including the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty and the “Mixed Oxide (MOX) Fuel Treaty.” Russia currently deploys several hundred more accountable warheads than allowed under the New Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (New START), further increasing concern that it will not meet its obligations when the implementation period hits next year. Prospects for arms control are nil at this point in time. The Russian government has repeatedly stated that it will not negotiate the size of its tactical nuclear arsenal, which presents the greatest concern to NATO. Russia routinely threatens NATO allies with what it calls “preemptive” nuclear strikes and conducts military exercises simulating nuclear attacks on Poland. The possibility of a tactical nuclear exchange in Europe is increasing.
China

Although all indications suggest China maintains a nuclear arsenal considerably smaller than the United States and Russia, consistent with its policy of minimum deterrence, our knowledge of the Chinese nuclear weapons program is limited. This is because China purposefully maintains an opaque policy. We do, however, know that China possesses a secure second-strike capability that is increasingly more robust, due to ongoing modernization efforts that are providing China a legitimate nuclear triad with advanced nuclear warheads and delivery systems.

China has traditionally relied on its ballistic missiles as the bedrock of its nuclear deterrent. While ballistic missiles continue to be the primary building block of the Chinese deterrent, this is changing. The DF-5 (CSS-4) is a liquid-fueled ICBM first deployed in the mid-1980s and is more akin to the American Titan II ICBM than the later Minuteman III ICBM. This heavy-lift ICBM was designed for use with a single large-yield warhead—with a range of approximately 7,000 miles—and an accuracy of approximately one-quarter of a mile. As part of its modernization effort, the DF-5 is due to be replaced by the DF-41, a heavy-lift, solid-fueled ICBM, which has a considerably improved accuracy and response time—making DF-41 locations harder to destroy in time of a serious crisis.

In addition to the DF-41, China also is fielding the DF-31 (CSS-9)—a solid-fueled ICBM which was first deployed in 2006. China recently upgraded to a DF-31A variant, which can reach the United States with its three warheads—a clear technological step forward for China. An additional variant is the DF-31B—a road-mobile weapon. Part of what makes the DF-31 of great concern is China’s development of advanced multiple independent reentry vehicle technology.

With an estimated 20 DF-5 and 15 DF-31 missiles on alert in China, the newly reorganized People’s Liberation Army Rocket Force can deliver enough firepower to destroy the US’s largest cities. If loaded with a full complement of warheads, China is capable of delivering approximately 105 megaton class weapons on the United States. Given that China has a “counter-value strategy” focused on targeting American cities, the Chinese ballistic missile force is deeply concerning and an existential threat to American society.

The People’s Liberation Army Navy also is fielding a “continuous at-sea deterrent” with the introduction of the Jin-class ballistic missile submarine. The first Jin SSBN was commissioned in 2010, with a total of five expected. Open source literature describes the Jin as noisy enough to be detected and tracked by the US Navy, which makes it inferior to American and Russian ballistic missile submarines and susceptible to American antisubmarine warfare (ASW) efforts, but it is a clear step toward parity for China. Jin-class vessels will carry up to 12 JL-2 (CSS-NX-4) ballistic missiles, which have a range of approximately 5,000 miles and can strike the United States from relatively safe territory. In 2013, China showed a map of the United States with nuclear fallout after a nuclear submarine attack.

The People’s Liberation Army Air Force fields the H-6K bomber, which is a modernized version of the Soviet-era H-6 bomber. While the H-6K is inferior to the B-52 and B-2, this bomber can carry the CJ-10K cruise missile. Although it is believed that the CJ-10K is a conventional-only weapon, China has the technical ability
to rapidly field a nuclear variant.\textsuperscript{29} With China seeking regional dominance in Asia, the H6-K’s 2,200-mile range provides the aircraft ample distance to hold targets in the region at risk.

Indications suggest that China is increasing the numbers of its operationally deployed strategic nuclear weapons from an estimated 200–300 to an unknown number.\textsuperscript{30} Because China is not known to be actively producing additional weapons-grade uranium or plutonium, the ultimate size of its arsenal may be limited well below that of the United States and Russia. However, China’s purposeful effort to obscure its nuclear weapons program and the opaque nature of Chinese nuclear strategy make it difficult for Western analysts to accurately assess the direction of the Chinese nuclear arsenal and the true nature of its use doctrine. From limited glimpses into the program, interaction with Chinese scientists, and publications by Chinese scientists, it is believed that China has a weapons development program that is of the same technical capability of the United States and Russia.\textsuperscript{31} This means China may be developing warheads of similar sophistication and with similar combat environment concerns as those under consideration by American and Russian designers.

**Understanding the Need for American Modernization**

For those that are skeptical of US nuclear weapons modernization plans, the preceding discussion of adversary capabilities may be interesting but not particularly useful. Skeptics tend to believe that as long as the United States has even a small secure second-strike capability, any additional nuclear weapons are excessive and dangerous. The problem with this view is that it attributes a set of values and attitudes to American adversaries that evidence suggests they do not hold.\textsuperscript{32} For example, American culture places a higher value on the lives of individual Americans than it places on the survival of the sitting government. This is not true of Russian culture which, for centuries, has demonstrated that the preservation of the regime is of the highest importance. Additionally, American culture also places great importance on transparency and openness. Russian culture, on the other hand, is deeply influenced by an inherent distrust of “others” and a particular paranoia when it comes to the United States.\textsuperscript{33} Given that Russian history—for the last 600 years—is the story of one autocratic form of government replacing its predecessor, it should come as no surprise that President Putin acts as he does.

While China’s culture and history have their own unique characteristics, the need to sacrifice the individual for the preservation of the state and a long history of autocracy are aspects that China shares with Russia. What separates China from Russia is opacity and ambiguity with respect to its nuclear doctrine, leaving the United States to divine the location of China’s red lines.\textsuperscript{34} For both Russia and China, cultural and historical norms make both countries more willing to accept casualties sooner in conflict if the sacrifice means the preservation of the regime and defeat of an adversary.

Thus, when advocates of “minimum deterrence” suggest that nuclear deterrence is stable at low numbers, and no adversary would dare use nuclear weapons against
the United States—so long as we possess a secure second strike—they are guilty of mirror imaging. Opposing US nuclear weapons modernization on the grounds of attributing American values to Russia, China, and perhaps even North Korea is misleading and can lead to making the deterrent relationships between the United States and its adversaries less stable and increasing allied doubts about US commitment to their security. The effect is the creation of a perception—mass cognitive dissonance—that the United States lacks both the will and capability to fight and win a nuclear conflict.

Technical Challenges Facing the Arsenal

Nuclear weapon states undertake substantial efforts to better understand the capabilities of competing nuclear powers. While the intelligence efforts of the United States are highly classified, some general points are possible.

First, the primary means that the United States and other countries rely on to gather intelligence is not human intelligence. Rather than looking like a James Bond or Mission Impossible movie, much of the information gathered by the intelligence community is accomplished through technical means that rely on analysts with science and engineering backgrounds. These types of intelligence gathering include: electronic intelligence (ELINT), measurement and signals intelligence (MASINT), imagery intelligence, signals intelligence (SIGINT), communications intelligence, and geospatial intelligence. After combing the analytic results of these intelligence-gathering techniques, the United States, Russia, and China are able to develop a rather strong understanding of one another’s nuclear weapons capabilities. What too few analysts realize is just how important of a role intelligence plays in shaping deterrence stability. Those within the disarmament community who suggest that a small number of nuclear weapons is enough to deter US adversaries and assure American allies fundamentally misunderstand that the thinking of senior leaders (civilian and uniformed) in the United States, Russia, and China is informed by the technical picture intelligence provides as they weigh the risks of a provocative action and how a nuclear-armed competitor may respond. Thus, the assertion that numbers do not matter or that American capability does not play a central role in shaping the risk calculation of Russia and China is fundamentally incorrect. As the historical analysis of Matthew Kroenig, a professor at Georgetown University, has shown, in crises where two nuclear weapon states are involved, the state with the superior nuclear capability prevailed in every single instance. The state with the inferior arsenal ultimately backed down.

The problem for the United States is that it may soon find itself in a position where it no longer possesses a superior nuclear capability and must back down in a crisis. We can see glimpses of such a situation in Europe where Russia fields a clearly superior tactical nuclear arsenal. If the United States does not modernize as currently planned, and perhaps beyond, it will soon see Russia and China increasingly, and aggressively, willing to challenge US interests in Europe and Asia while knowing that the American nuclear advantage no longer exists. Fortunately, the United States is not there yet, but in the next three decades this will no longer remain the case if the United States does not replace its existing weapons and delivery vehicles.
Today, the United States deploys 1,550 operationally deployed strategic nuclear warheads accountable under New START—more than a 90 percent reduction from the Cold War. Although this may seem like a large number of nuclear weapons, the reality of warfare is that nuclear weapons, like conventional weapons, do not always reach and destroy their targets. While the specific probability of arrival and probability of kill (PK) numbers are classified for each of the US's nuclear systems, it is possible to say that the number is below one and declining. A brief description of the limitation of current systems is instructive.

**Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles**

The Minuteman III, designed in the 1960s and fielded in the 1970s, was built to counter Russian SS-18/19 ICBMs. According to public sources, they have a circular error probable (CEP)—the radius of a circle, centered on the mean, with a boundary expected to include the landing points of 50 percent of the rounds—of between 500–1,000 meters. While the silos in which the Minuteman III reside were built to hardness standards for earlier, and less accurate, Russian ballistic missile systems, the new SS-27 and SS-29 ICBMs are far more accurate, with much smaller CEPs, dramatically increasing the PK in an attack on American ICBM fields. It is worthwhile to keep in mind that the 1980s MX Peacekeeper ICBMs were deployed partially due to concerns about the Minuteman III’s survivability. American ICBMs are at a greater risk to be disabled in the first strike than ever before.

To counter a similar vulnerability, the Soviets hardened their launch facilities to counter an increased accuracy of the Minuteman III, according to a 1991 study by Irukhim Smotkin, *Hardening Soviet ICBM Silos*. In doing so, the PK for the Minuteman III was reduced. In the four decades since the hardening occurred, the Russians have also continued to develop advanced integrated air defenses with the S-300, S-400, and S-500, which, if Russian reports are accurate, may have the ability to kill incoming American RVs and reentry bodies (delivered by SLBMs)—further reducing the certainty of a US president that the nation’s ballistic missiles will reach their designated targets.

To make matters worse, there are also open-source reports that Russia is working on enhanced radiation warheads for the Moscow region’s Gazelle antiballistic missile system, which would have—if correct—further increased the probability of defeating incoming American RVs and reentry bodies. Unlike the United States, Russia sees the utility of using nuclear weapons to defeat incoming nuclear weapons, which reduces the American confidence that it can hold Russian targets at risk and thus effectively deter Russian action.

Russia, China, North Korea, and Iran have paid close attention to American ICBM and SLBM tests and have garnered significant technical intelligence from them. In the case of Russia and China, intelligence-gathering ships are frequently deployed to gather ELINT, MASINT, and SIGINT on test shots off the California coast. The result of our adversaries’ efforts is that they understand the reentry angle at which both RVs and reentry bodies attack their targets. Thus, each of our adversaries, particularly North Korea, have begun placing their most valuable command and control,
leadership, and nuclear weapons facilities in locations protected from American ballistic missiles. In the case of Russia and China, both countries understand the flight physics of ballistic missiles and have/are placing advanced integrated air defense systems in the exact locations needed to, at a minimum attempt to, defeat incoming American weapons. Nuclear conflict is not like horseshoes and hand grenades where close is good enough.

**Ship, Submersible, Ballistic, Nuclear Missiles**

Although the sea-based leg of the triad is often called the most secure leg, the United States, Russia, and China all have active ASW programs that are specifically designed to hunt and kill an adversary’s ballistic missile submarines. According to a number of accounts of Cold War-era submarine warfare, the United States experienced a level of success in tracking Soviet ballistic missile submarines that is often unknown. Should Russia and China place an equal level of focus on not only attack submarine ASW, but sea-floor-based passive sonar and space-based systems, the world's oceans would certainly become much less opaque. Additionally, ship, submersible, ballistic, nuclear missiles (SSBN) are by no means assured of reaching and destroying their targets.

If the United States were to eliminate either the bomber or ICBM leg of the triad, an adversary would be free to refocus resources on advancing its ASW capabilities rather than on hedging against all three legs of the triad. In many respects, limited resources play a critical role in preventing Russia or China from focusing on defeating American ballistic missile submarines, which can be destroyed with a conventional torpedo—making it hard for the United States to threaten the use of nuclear weapons in retaliation.

**Bombers**

American strategic bombers are particularly useful for two reasons. First, they are the only leg of the nuclear triad that can effectively signal an adversary American intent by increasing or decreasing their readiness levels and recalling them if necessary. Second, only bombers have the ability to strike targets our adversaries bury and harden in remote locations in an effort to shield them from an ICBM or SLBM. The problem, however, is the fact that Russia and China are both developing advanced an integrated air defense system (IADS) that not only prevent the venerable B-52 from penetrating defended airspace, but also make it difficult for stealth aircraft—like the B-2—to fly the necessary profiles required to reach the targets for which they were designed. The simple fact remains that stealth aircraft are not invisible to radar. Instead, they rely on a complex flight plan that is specifically designed to minimize the radar signature of the aircraft. However, as increasingly dense IADS improve their ability to discreetly analyze ultra-high frequency, very high frequency, L-band, and X-band radar returns, stealth aircraft will find it difficult to penetrate the very airspace for which they exist.
While some maintain that the loss of a B-2 during a nuclear conflict is to be expected, the Air Force relies on its stealth bombers returning from a bombing mission so that they can regenerate and fly against additional targets due to the small number of B-2 aircraft. However, this requirement is growing increasingly unrealistic.

The AGM-86 nuclear cruise missile, which serves as the B-52’s only nuclear weapon, does not fly fast enough to evade air defense missiles, lacks the necessary defense to defeat modern IADS, and does not have the reduced radar signature required to evade modern air defense networks. This leaves the bomber leg of the triad facing a challenging air environment in which the probability of reaching and destroying a target is declining.

Overcoming Current Challenges

America’s adversaries’ aggressive modernization programs undermine the credibility of the United States’ nuclear arsenal. Their actions make the technical requirements for US nuclear weapons modernization an imperative. Existing American capabilities are becoming increasingly inadequate to threats facing the country. The Cold War has long since passed, and Russia and China have spent the past decade and a half designing and fielding systems that undermine the credibility of American deterrence. Contrary to the view of many opponents of modernization in the United States, who suggest that virtually any effort to field modern systems is destabilizing, the reality is much different. Former Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld’s admonition that “weakness is provocative” is much more accurate than any assertion that American strength is the driver of strategic instability.

If President Trump and Congress are serious about maintaining the credibility of American strategic deterrence, the nation has no other option than modernizing each of the nuclear triad’s three legs. With the bomber leg of the triad in perhaps the poorest relative condition because of the B-52’s inability to penetrate defended airspace, the limited number of penetrating stealth bombers (20), and the limitations of the nuclear cruise missile, fielding the B-21 Raider (the USAF’s new long-range bomber) and the long-range strike cruise missile (LRSO) is more important than ever.

According to press reports, the Air Force plans to buy at least 100 B-21 stealth bombers. This will increase the number of penetrating bombers capable of delivering both nuclear cruise missiles and the B61 nuclear gravity bomb. It will also provide the United States a bomber with an unprecedented ability to integrate and employ offensive cyber-attack options and serve as a platform for gathering and disseminating real-time information. Thus, the B-21 will give the United States its best opportunity to penetrate IADS that are increasingly able to detect, track, and target aircraft and missiles at longer ranges.

While unpopular with many advocates of minimum deterrence and disarmament, a stealthy nuclear cruise missile is absolutely necessary. Not only are America’s adversaries building their most important facilities in locations that ballistic missiles cannot attack, but they are placing their most advanced IADS around them for additional protection. This may make it very hard, if not impossible, for even the B-21 to reach these targets and deliver a gravity bomb. The only means available for
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striking these targets may very well be the LRSO, which, because it is stealthy and less than one-fiftieth the size of a B-2 or B-21, will have the greatest chance of reaching a target undetected.

Moving forward with the Ohio-class replacement program is also important for the nation’s sea-based leg of the triad. The simple fact is Russia and China are investing in antisubmarine warfare and making it increasingly difficult to sail the world’s oceans undetected. Not only will the SSBN be quieter, but it will not need refueling during its service life. This will allow for these submarines to play a much more effective role in providing a continuous at-sea deterrent.

**Conclusion**

Opponents of nuclear modernization are fundamentally misunderstanding how capability affects the stability of nuclear deterrence and how it shapes the actions of the civilian and uniformed leaders of Russia, China, and the United States. Nuclear weapons are more than simple “political weapons” that exist to deter the use of other nuclear weapons. For Russia, in particular, nuclear weapons are weapons of war and integrated into Russian warfighting doctrine. To credibly deter Russian aggression, the United States must also treat nuclear weapons as not only tools of deterrence but warfighting weapons. In this regard, Air Force Global Strike Command is correct. With a motto of “deter, assure, strike,” the command is effectively conveying that the United States has the will and ability to deliver devastating effects to anyone who challenges America’s core interests.

We should never forget that maintaining the capability to carry out any threat is central to the stability of deterrence. After all, our adversaries are watching.

**Notes**
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31. The authors have had informal conversations with both Chinese nuclear scientists and American scientists familiar with the Chinese weapons program who have indicated that China's nuclear weapons program has, during the past three decades, actively sought to catch up to the sophistication and capability of the American and Russian weapons programs and has been successful in doing so.


45. At present, only the B-2 is capable of penetrating Russian IADS such as the S-300 and S-400. The B-52 must operate from a stand-off position.
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U.S. nuclear-weapons policy, weapon modernization, and infrastructure revitalization have undergone important shifts in the last decade. Modern technologies such as precision guidance and variable- and low-yield warhead variants have expanded the capabilities of the U.S. stockpile. Novel warhead designs and production facilities may change the shape of the U.S. arsenal, maintain U.S. warhead cooperation with the United Kingdom, and bring forward the next generation of nuclear weapons scientists. The threat of nuclear weapons maintains the world peace. Nuclear power provides cheap and clean energy. The benefits of nuclear technology far out-weight the disadvantages. But it is undeniable that nuclear technology is clean for the environment and offers low-cost energy source. Therefore a lot of people believe that nuclear technology has more positive sides than its negatives. I personally disagree with the statement and the following essay will discuss in details about it. U.S. Nuclear Weapons Modernization. An unarmed Minuteman III intercontinental ballistic missile is test launched on August 2, 2017. Ian Dudley/Reuters. U.S. strategic and tactical nuclear weapons on land, in the air, and at sea, will undergo costly and extensive modernization in the coming years. Backgrounder by Ankit Panda. Last updated February 7, 2018 7:00 am (EST). These include assistance to victims of nuclear weapons use and testing, as well as environmental remediation for areas affected—a marked shift to include humanitarian law alongside more traditional nuclear disarmament law. The treaty calls for age and gender-sensitive assistance including medical care, rehabilitation and psychological support. The legacy of environmental, human and cultural harms is compounded by immense grief and frustration due to opaque record keeping and deliberate subterfuge on behalf of the states responsible for the testing. Historical truth-telling will be key to nuclear justice for many across the Pacific. The fact that those in charge of US nuclear weapons now see both Russia and China as a major nuclear threat, and the fact that US cold warriors are escalating against both of them, is horrifying. The fact that they’re again playing with low-yield nukes designed to actually be used on the battlefield makes it even more so. This is to say nothing of tensions between nuclear-armed Pakistan and nuclear-armed India, between nuclear-armed Israel and its neighbors, and between nuclear-armed North Korea and the Western empire. The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists has the 2021 Doomsday Clock at 100